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Abstract—This is a study on the role of morphological (sensor
configuration) and behavioral (control system) adaptation in
simulated robot teams that must accomplish cooperative tasks.
The research objective was to elucidate the necessary features
and computational mechanics of a method that automates the
behavior-morphology design of robot teams that must accomplish
cooperative tasks (tasks that cannot be optimally solved by
individual robots). Results indicate that automating behavior-
morphology design is beneficial as task complexity increases,
compared to evolving behaviors in fixed morphology teams.
However, increased task complexity does not necessarily equate
to the evolution of increased morphological complexity in teams.

I. INTRODUCTION

A challenging problem in collective robotics [19] and
the related fields of evolutionary robotics [30] and swarm
robotics [3] is behavior-morphology design in robot teams. It
is usually impractical to ascertain, a priori, an optimal sensory-
motor configuration (morphology) coupled with an optimal
controller (behavior) for every robot in a team, where the
team must accomplish any given collective behavior task. In
this and related research, a collective behavior task requires
cooperation [28] in a robot team [35], where cooperation
emerges from the local interactions of many individuals [4].

There has been a significant amount of work done on
co-evolving behavior and morphology for single (simulated)
robots [36], [14], [24], [17], [34], [25], [5], [2] to find
morphologies and coupled controllers specifically suited to
solving various tasks. However, with notable exceptions [1],
[7], [31], there has been relatively little work on co-evolving
behaviors and morphologies in robot teams that must solve
collective behavior (cooperative) tasks.

This study is an initial step towards automated morphology-
behavior design methods that, given any collective behavior
task, evolve an appropriate behavior and morphology for a
robot team. The key advantage of such automated design
methods is that they alleviate the time and expense associated
with traditional design of multi-robot systems. Importantly,
such methods solve the problem of human engineers having to
anticipate the most appropriate behavior and morphology for
each robot in the team and how their interactions will affect
collective problem solving behavior. This becomes impractical
as the number of robots and task complexity increases. Such

methods potentially allow for teams to be designed (artificially
evolved), tested and verified in simulation for a given task
before being built (for example with rapid prototyping and
three-dimensional printing technology [23], [24]) and deployed
to solve counter-part real-world tasks.

To address this end goal, this study’s objective is to
ascertain the most suitable team behavior and morphology for a
collective gathering task of varying complexity. In this study,
task complexity (ranging from low to high) is equated with
the degree of cooperation required for robots to gather all
blocks in a simulation environment. That is, cooperation is
the number of robots needed to collectively push a block into
a gathering zone in the simulation environment. Specifically,
this study aims to produce a method that automates behavioral
and morphological design in robot teams, where such teams
efficiently solve a collective gathering task for varying degrees
of task complexity.

The team behavior-morphology automated design method
reported in this study extends the Neuro-Evolution of Aug-
menting Topologies (NEAT) [38] method to account for the
evolution of robot sensory configurations (morphologies) in
addition to ANN controllers. In this study, a robot’s morphol-
ogy is its sensory configuration [9]. As in related work, this is
the placement, number and type of sensors on a robot’s body
[18], and sensor properties such as Field of View (FOV) and
range [8], [7]. A robot’s controller is an adaptive topology
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), where behavior elicited by
the ANN is evolved as a coupling to the robot’s morphology
(represented by the ANN’s sensory input layer). Thus a robot’s
sensory configuration, together with ANN connectivity and
connection weight values, is another parameter set in the
genotype encoding of the ANN.

Given the added computational complexity and computing
time needed for evolving the design of behaviorally and
morphologically heterogenous teams, this study only tests the
evolution of behaviorally and morphologically homogenous
teams. That is, one (evolved) controller was copied to each
robot in the team, and each robot also used the same (evolved)
morphology (sensory configuration).

II. METHODS

To test controller (behavior) and morphology (sensory
configuration) evolution in robot teams, an extension to Neuro-
Evolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [38], was de-
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veloped. The extension accounts for morphological adaptation
in robot teams, and is called Neuro-Evolution of Augmenting
Topologies and Morphologies (NEAT-M). NEAT was selected
as the method to extend since it and other extensions [37]
have already been successfully applied to controller design in
various multi-agent tasks [10], [11], [27], [29].

A. NEAT: Neuro-Evolution of Augmented Topologies

NEAT is a competitive co-evolution NE method that uses
mechanisms for historical gene marking, speciation, and com-
plexification [38] in its adaptation process.

Complexification is the incremental growth from minimal
ANN controller topology. NEAT begins with a homogenous
population of simple controllers (with no hidden nodes) and
adapts connection weights and topology as a function of task
complexity. Thus, NEAT biases the search towards minimal
dimensional spaces and only increases search space dimen-
sionality (adding controller structure) if the task requires it.

Speciation in NEAT calculates if two controllers will be in
the same or a new species (according to a genotype compati-
bility threshold) after controllers have been recombined and
mutated every generation. Speciating the population means
controllers will only compete within their given species. This
protects new innovations in controller topology adaptation.

Historical gene markings allow NEAT to add new structure
and recombine controllers with differing topologies, since gene
markings are evidence of controller homology (if genes com-
prising different controllers share the same origin). This pro-
tects topological innovations made as part of each controller’s
structural adaptation, and ensures that evolving controllers
are given sufficient time to reach their potential before being
removed from the adaptive process [38].

B. NEAT: Genetic Operators

Mutation: Adapts both connection weights and controller
topology. To adapt controller weights, this application of NEAT
uses mutation with a Gaussian distribution to change each gene
in each genotype with a given probability (table I).

Controller topology mutation is the basis of
complexification and works via adding genes to genotypes.
New genes are new connections or controller nodes
represented by a mutated genotype. These mutations are
simultaneously applied to each genotype with a given
probability (table I). Added connection weights connect two
previously unconnected nodes in a mutated controller. When
a new node c is added, the existing connection between two
existing nodes a and b is disabled. A new connection between
nodes a and c (weight value = 1) is initialized. A second
connection is initialized between node c and b, with the same
weight value that previously connected nodes a and b. When
a new gene is added, the new gene is assigned an incremented
global innovation number.

Recombination: NEAT tracks the historical origin of all
genes using innovation numbers, so only homologous genes
in two given controllers will be recombined. That is, NEAT
only recombines genotypes (controllers) with ancestral genes
in common. Matching genes are randomly selected for child

genotypes. Disjoint and excess genes are inherited from the
fitter parent, or at random in the case of equal fitness.

C. NEAT-M

NEAT-M equates the evolving topology of an ANN’s
input layer with a robot’s adaptive sensory configuration.
Hence, NEAT-M includes additional genes corresponding to
sensors that are subject to the neuro-evolution process. These
additional genes are: sensor type, bearing, orientation, FOV
and range. NEAT-M also includes three additional genetic
operators, sensor position, sensor number, and sensor FOV and
range. The first operator changes the bearing and orientation
of a given sensor on the robot body, the second operator adds
and removes sensors from the robot body, and the third oper-
ator changes the FOV and range of a given sensor type (figure
1). Adapting sensor position and orientation was achieved via
placing a sensor anywhere on the circular periphery of the
robot, but not within a given minimum distance of sensors
already on the robot (table I).

D. NEAT-M: Genetic Operators

NEAT-M included three genetic operators to adapt the
morphology (sensory configuration) of a robot: sensor
position mutation, sensor FOV and range mutation, and
sensor number mutation. Table I specifies the mutation rates
for these operators.

Sensor Position Mutation: Changes the bearing (position)
or orientation (sensed direction) of a given sensor on the
robot body. The operator is applied to one randomly selected
sensor, with a given degree of probability and perturbs the
sensor’s bearing or orientation (randomly selected) via adding
a randomly selected value from a Cauchy distribution (table
I). This incrementally perturbs the position of a given sensor
on the robot body and also changes the direction the sensor is
facing with respect to the heading of the robot (figure 1). If
a sensor’s bearing value exceeds its valid range (table I), the
mutated value that exceeds the upper limit is added to the lower
limit. If a sensor’s orientation value exceeds its valid range,
then the maximum or minimum orientation is used (table I).

Sensor FOV and Range Mutation: Either the Infrared or
Ultrasonic sensor type is randomly selected. This sensor type’s
FOV or range (one is randomly selected) is then mutated.
The selected sensor type’s current FOV or range is then
perturbed via adding a randomly selected value from a Cauchy
distribution (table I), where the range of values for FOV (0, π]
Radians) and range (0, 1.0] remains fixed.

Sensor Number Mutation: Given that adding a new sensor
equates to adding a node to the ANN controller’s input layer,
NEATs existing mutation operators were used to add and
remove sensors from the robot body. When adding a new
sensor to the controller, the goal was to affect a change in
controller behavior, but not to inhibit controller functionality.
Hence, new connections between new sensors and other nodes
in the controller were randomly initialised but with a low
connection density (table I) so as to limit the number of overall
connections in the ANN, as a rapid increase in the number of
connections for each additional sensor node would increase
the likelihood of a dysfunctional controller resulting.
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Similarly, the weight values of new connections between
new and existing nodes were specially initialised (table I) so as
not to cause significant changes in ANN functionality, because
of no or very high sensor node activation values resulting from
zero or high connection weight values. As presented in table I,
initialization was different for the different sensor types used
in this study’s experiments (section V).

E. NEAT-M: Speciation

The speciation mechanism was adapted to account for
varying sensor positions, sensor bearings, orientation, ranges
and FOV and thus speciation equation 1 was used.

δ = δn + c4 ·B + c5 ·O + c6 ·R+ c7 · F (1)

Where, δn is the result of the NEAT speciation equation [38],
c4 and c5 are constant factors, B is the vector of differences
in sensor bearings, and O is the vector of differences in
sensor orientations, R is the vector of differences in sensor
ranges, and F is the vector of differences in sensor FOV. The
sensor bearing, B, and orientation, O, range, R, and FOV, F ,
difference vectors use values normalized to: [−1.0, 1.0].

F. NEAT and NEAT-M Generational Process

For this study’s experiments (section V), the generational
process of NEAT and NEAT-M functioned as follows.

1) N genotypes (controllers) are initialised with two
motor outputs and a bias node connected to these
outputs. NEAT-M controllers are initialized with two
sensory input nodes. NEAT controllers are initialized
with six sensory input nodes. In both cases, all sen-
sory input nodes are fully connected to motor output
nodes and connection weights randomly initialized to
within a given range (table I).

2) Genotypes are ranked by fitness. A genotype is
randomly selected from the genotype population’s
elite portion (table I) and copied M times as the M
controllers for a robot team. For NEAT-M teams the
genotype is also decoded into a morphology that is
copied to each of the M robots in simulation.

3) At each generation, each genotype is evaluated Q
times (represented as a lifetime of Y simulation iter-
ations for the robot team). An average fitness is then
assigned to the genotype (team) being evaluated.

4) One generation is the evaluation of all N genotypes.
At the end of each generation speciation and genetic
operators are applied within the population’s elite
portion and a new population generated.

5) The new population replaces the previous population
and steps 2-4 are iterated for X generations.

III. COLLECTIVE GATHERING TASK

In this study, a variation of the well established collec-
tive gathering task [4] was selected given its pertinence to
real-world multi-robot applications [20] including toxic waste
clean-up [33], sweeping mine fields [15], and exploration of
remote environments [6]. Collective gathering requires a simu-
lated robot team to search a bounded environment for resources

(blocks) randomly distributed throughout the environment. The
team must collectively gather blocks via cooperatively pushing
them back to a gathering zone. Blocks are of types small,
medium, or large, and varying degrees of complexity are
required to accomplish the task. Small blocks could be pushed
by individual robots, medium blocks could only be moved by
two or more robots pushing against one side, and large blocks
could only be moved by three or more robots pushing against
one side (table I).

Task complexity is adapted via changing the distribution of
block types in the environment. For example, a high number of
small blocks versus medium and large blocks in the environ-
ment indicates a low degree of cooperation and thus low task
complexity, as robots could work concurrently and individually
in order to gather most blocks. Whereas a distribution of only
large and medium blocks in the environment indicates a high
degree of cooperation and thus high task complexity, given that
robots would always have to work cooperatively (in pairs or
groups of three) in order to push blocks back to the gathering
zone. Collective gathering task performance (team fitness) is
the total number of blocks pushed into the gathering zone
during a team’s lifetime.

IV. ROBOT CONTROLLERS AND SENSORS

Experiments (section V) tested only homogenous teams so
all robots used the same ANN controller for a given generation
of the NEAT and NEAT-M adaptive process.

Teams used either a fixed morphology (controllers evolved
with NEAT) based on the sensory-motor configuration of
Khepera III robots [21] or an adaptive morphology (controllers
and sensory configuration evolved with NEAT-M). In the latter
case, the robot body is modeled on the Khepera III, but
NEAT-M adapts the number and type of sensors and their
placement on the robot chassis. In this adaptive morphology
case, all robots started with one randomly placed Infrared (IR)
proximity sensor, and one proximity sensor for detecting the
gathering zone. This proximity sensor is positioned in a fixed
position on the under-side of the robot and is not subject to
the NEAT-M adaptive process.

A. Sensor numbers and types:

The two types of sensors used were Infrared (IR) proximity
and Ultrasonic sensors. Sensor FOV was modeled as conical
fields emanating from the outer edge of a robot’s body for a
given range (figure 1).

Each robot had three infrared proximity ([4, 6] in figure 1)
and three ultrasonic sensors ([1, 3] in figure 1) giving it partial
sensory coverage within 360 degrees. An additional ground
facing sensor (not shown in figure 1) was included by default
in both fixed and adaptive morphology robots. This sensor
detected when the robot was positioned in the gathering zone.

The IR proximity sensors were placed at bearings of ±40◦,
±75◦ and 180◦ with respect to the center of the robot’s body.
The ultrasonic sensor positions were placed at bearings of
0◦, ±90◦. This configuration is dissimilar to standard sensor
complement of the Khepera III, which includes 11 IR prox-
imity sensors and five ultrasonic sensors [21]. However, this
reduced sensor complement was used to speed up simulations
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TABLE I. SIMULATION AND NEURO-EVOLUTION PARAMETERS: COLLECTIVE GATHERING TASK.

Simulation and Neuro-Evolution Parameters

Simulation runs / Generations per run 20 / 250

Epochs (team lifetimes) per generation / Iterations per epoch 5 / 10000

Genotype population size / elite portion / Robot team size 100 / 30 / 20

ANN connection weight range [−1.0, 1.0]
Robot size (diameter) / Gripping distance 0.004 / 0.002 (Portion of environment size)

Wait for help (cooperation) time Remaining lifetime

Maximum robot movement per simulation iteration 0.013 (Portion of environment size moved per iteration)

Initial robot / block positions Random (Outside gathering zone)

Environment width x height / Type / Gathering zone size 1.0 x 1.0 / Continuous / 0.5 x 0.1

Small / Medium / Large block size (Width / Height) 0.01 x 0.01 / 0.015 x 0.015 / 0.02 x 0.02

Infrared sensor range (0.0, 1.0] (NEAT-M) / 0.05 (NEAT)

Ultrasonic sensor range (0.0, 1.0] (NEAT-M) / 0.1 (NEAT)

Infrared sensor Field Of View (FOV) (0, π] Radians (NEAT-M) / 0.2 Radians (NEAT)

Ultrasonic sensor FOV (0, π] Radians (NEAT-M) / 1.22 Radians (NEAT)

Infrared / Ultrasonic sensor bearing range [−π, π] Radians

Infrared / Ultrasonic sensor orientation range [−π/2, π/2] Radians

Sensor position / number mutation (x0, γ) Cauchy mutation (0, 5)

Sensor FOV / range mutation (x0, γ) Cauchy mutation (0, 5)

Add or remove Infrared / Ultrasonic sensor probability 0.6 / 0.4

Sensor connection weight mutation (μ, σ range) Gaussian mutation (0, [0.04, 0.2])

Sensor position / number mutation probability 0.1

Connection weight mutation probability / mutation range 0.1 / [-1.0, 1.0]

Initial / new node connection density 0.5 / 0.1 (Portion of maximum connection density)

Speciation constants c1 = 1.0, c2 = 1.0, c3 = 0.4, c4 = 0.4, c5 = 0.1, δt = 3.0

Crossover / (Add or Remove) node connection probability 0.4 / 0.1

Initial sensory input nodes 3 (NEAT-M) / 6 (NEAT)

Maximum sensory input nodes / Motor output nodes 10 (NEAT-M) / 6 (NEAT) / 2

TABLE II. EXPERIMENTS RANGE FROM A BLOCK TYPE DISTRIBUTION REQUIRING A HIGH DEGREE OF COOPERATION (ENVIRONMENT 1) TO

ACCOMPLISH (GATHER ALL BLOCKS) TO MEDIUM COOPERATION (ENVIRONMENT 2), TO LOW COOPERATION REQUIRED (ENVIRONMENT 3). VALUES IN

PARENTHESES ARE THE NUMBER OF ROBOTS NEEDED TO MOVE A BLOCK OF THE GIVEN TYPE.

Small (1) blocks Medium (2) blocks Large (3) blocks
Environment 1 0 5 10

Environment 2 5 5 5

Environment 3 10 5 0

and approximate incomplete sensory information indicative of
physical robotic experiments. The IR and ultrasonic sensor
types were selected as they are currently what is available
on the standard Khepera III robot [21]. Also, the properties of
these sensors can also be readily adapted for experiments with
physical Khepera robots.

B. Motor outputs:

Two wheel motors control a robot’s heading at constant
speed. Movement is calculated in terms of real valued vectors
(dx and dy). Wheel motors ([7, 8] in figure 1) need to be explic-
itly activated. A robot’s heading is determined by normalizing
and scaling its motor output values by the maximum distance
a robot can traverse in one iteration (table I). That is:

dx = dmax(o1 − 0.5)

dy = dmax(o2 − 0.5)

Where, o1 and o2 are the motor output values. To calculate
the distance between this robot (v), other robots and blocks in
the environment, the squared Euclidean norm, bounded by a
minimum observation distance is used.

C. NEAT and NEAT-M: Initial ANN Controllers

NEAT evolved robots: Begin with a simple ANN controller
that fully connects six sensor input nodes ([1, 6] in figure
1, right) to two motor output nodes ([7, 8] in figure 1,
right). These initial connections were randomly initialized with
connection weights within a pre-specified range (table I), and
the ANN controller was then subject to complexification during
NEAT adaptation. The ANN controller of NEAT evolved teams
used six sensory input nodes connected to H hidden layer and
to two output nodes (section IV-B). The number of hidden
layer nodes, connections and weight values between inputs
nodes, hidden nodes, and output nodes was evolved by NEAT.
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Fig. 1. Left: Example robot with one sensor. Bearing determines sensor position on robot body periphery with respect to the robot’s heading. Orientation then
determines the direction the sensor faces with respect to this bearing. A robot’s heading is a preset forward facing direction (parallel to its wheels, shown as
gray rectangles on each side of the robot). Center: Sensory-motor configuration of robots in fixed morphology teams. Nodes [1, 2, 3]: Ultrasonic sensors. Nodes
[4, 5, 6]: IR proximity sensors. Nodes [7, 8]: Wheel motors. Right: Example simulation environment containing 20 robots, a distribution of small, medium,
and large blocks. The gathering zone is highlighted at the bottom. Sensory views (FOV and range) of individual robots also highlighted.

NEAT-M evolved robots: Begin with one randomly placed
IR and one ultrasonic sensor, and no hidden nodes, fully con-
nected to the two output nodes. Connections were initialized
with a pre-specified density and weight values (table I). Figure
1 (left) presents an example of an initial NEAT-M sensory
configuration. The ANN in this case would be one sensor node
directly connected to two motor output nodes.

To ensure that NEAT and NEAT-M controllers are initially
able to execute actions and accomplish the collective gathering
task with some degree of success, motor outputs were fixed
throughout the adaptation process. For both NEAT and NEAT-
M controllers, used hidden and output sigmoidal [16] nodes.
Also, all controllers were initialized with a bias node (constant
weight value of -1.0) connected to motor outputs. The bias
node was not subject to adaptation.

Heuristics: Given that the research focus was on evolving
cooperative behavior in teams with respect to fixed or adaptive
morphologies, behavioral heuristics were included to speed
up the evolution of collective gathering behaviors. If a robot
was within gripping distance (table I) of a block it would
automatically attach itself and attempt to push the block. If the
robot was unable to push the block it would wait for help (table
I), for another robot to attach to the same block. If another
robot did not attach itself to the block in this time, this robot
would detach itself and continue to search the environment.
If a robot was pushing a block and the gathering zone was
detected then it would detach from the block. Blocks dropped
in the gathering zone could not be picked up again.

V. EXPERIMENTS

Collective gathering experiments measured the impact of
controller evolution in fixed (NEAT) versus adaptive (NEAT-
M) morphology teams on the number of blocks gathered (team
fitness) for a given simulation environment.

Experiments executed simulations of 20 robots in a
bounded two dimensional continuous environment containing
a distribution of small, medium, and large blocks (table II).
Blocks are randomly distributed throughout the environment,
excluding the gathering zone, whereas robots are initially
randomly placed in the gathering zone. Figure 1 illustrates

an example simulation environment containing 20 robots and
a distribution of small, medium, and large blocks.

The three block type distributions given in table II corre-
spond to three environments that test the impact of collective
gathering tasks requiring high, medium and low cooperation
(environments 1, 2, and 3, respectively) for all blocks to
be gathered. These block type distributions were selected
given that previous research indicated that specific block type
distributions facilitate emergent cooperative behavior in teams
during controller evolution [28]. For example, the block distri-
bution in experiment 1 (table II) requires cooperation between
at least two robots in order for any blocks to be gathered.
Whereas, experiment 3 did not encourage cooperation as most
blocks could be gathered by individual robots.

Each experiment applied NEAT (controller evolution in
fixed morphology teams) or NEAT-M (controller evolution
in adaptive morphology teams) to evolve team behavior for
250 generations. A generation comprised five epochs, where
one epoch was 10000 simulation iterations, representing the
execution of one team lifetime (table I). One team lifetime
was a simulated task scenario that tested different robot
starting positions, orientations, and block locations in a given
environment (table II). At each generation, average team task
performance (fitness) was taken over the five epochs and
used for NEAT and NEAT-M genotype selection (section II).
Average team fitness was then taken at the end of each run
and calculated over 20 runs.

Only homogenous teams were tested, meaning that at
each NEAT and NEAT-M generation, the selected controller
was copied 20 times to represent the team. NEAT-M evolved
teams were also morphologically homogenous per generation,
meaning that morphology was adapted at each generation but
each robot’s morphology was the same for a given generation.

Table I presents the simulation and neuro-evolution (NEAT
and NEAT-M) parameter settings. These parameter values were
determined experimentally. Minor changes to these values
produced similar results for both NEAT and NEAT-M evolved
teams. All other NEAT parameters used the same settings as
in previous work [29], [38].
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A. Team Fitness Evaluation

A team’s fitness (task performance) was calculated based
on the time taken to move blocks (of a given type) from an
initial position in the environment into the gathering zone.
Small, medium, and large blocks yield progressively higher
reward values (table I) for being moved into the gathering zone.
These varying fitness rewards reflect the degree of difficulty
(cooperation) required to move the different block types. A
fitness bonus was rewarded to teams that gather all blocks
before the end of the team’s lifetime.

Team fitness f (equation 2) was an average taken over five
epochs (team lifetimes) per generation (table I).

f = 100× vc
vt

+ 20× (1.0− se
st
) (2)

where vc was the total value of gathered blocks, vt the total
value of all the resources, se the number of elapsed simulation
iterations, and st the team lifetime. Since only homogenous
teams were tested, each robot attempted to maximize its own
and thus team fitness f. At the end of a team’s lifetime, f was
normalized to the range: [0.0, 1.0].

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results indicated that for any given collective gathering
task complexity (section III), teams with adaptive morphology
and controller evolution out-performed teams using a fixed
morphology and evolving controllers. This result is supported
by a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05, two-tailed
t-test [13]) between the adaptive and fixed morphology teams
in terms of best and average team task performance (fitness)
for all environments.

Figure 2 presents, as box plots, these average and best
team fitness results (calculated over 20 runs) for experiments
labeled 1, 2, and 3. Experiment 1 applied NEAT-M to adapt the
behavior and morphology of teams, and experiment 2 applied
NEAT to adapt the behavior in fixed morphology teams. Both
experiments tested the adaptation of teams for three task
environments. Environment 1 contained mostly large blocks
and required a high degree of cooperation to optimally solve
(that is, for all blocks to be gathered). Environment 2 contained
mostly medium sized blocks and required a medium degree
of cooperation to optimally solve. Environment 3 contained
mostly small blocks and required low cooperation to optimally
solve (table II). In figure 2 environments 1, 2, and 3, are labeled
large, medium and small, respectively.

The fittest team evolved in environment 1 (mostly large
blocks) of experiment 1 (adaptive morphology using NEAT-
M) evolved after 135 generations and attained a maximum
task performance efficiency of 65%, whereas, the fittest team
evolved in environment 1 of experiment 2 (fixed morphology
teams using NEAT), evolved after 116 generations but only
achieved a maximum task performance efficiency of 45%.

The fittest team evolved in environment 2 (mostly medium
blocks) of experiment 1 (NEAT-M) evolved after 227 genera-
tions and attained a maximum task performance efficiency of
87%, whereas, the fittest team evolved in environment 2 of
experiment 2 (NEAT), evolved after 121 generations but only
achieved a maximum task performance efficiency of 60%.

The fittest team evolved in environment 3 (mostly small
blocks) of experiment 1 (NEAT-M) evolved after 235 gener-
ations and attained a maximum task performance efficiency
of 93%, whereas, the fittest team evolved in environment 3
of experiment 2 (NEAT), evolved after 217 generations but
only achieved a maximum task performance efficiency of 88%.
These results support previous work supposing that whilst fixed
morphology and controller evolution approaches are sufficient
for relatively simple tasks, adapting behavior and morphology
is advantageous as task complexity increases [18], [26], [25],
[12], [1], [7], [32], [22]. This previous research used single
agent tasks, however, this study’s results indicate that the
notion is extendable to collective behavior tasks.

Results in figure 2 also provide a valuable complement
to current co-evolution methods for adapting simulated robot
behaviors and morphologies. That is, these results demonstrate
that a simple extension (encoding controller behavior and
robot morphology on a single genotype) to an existing ANN
controller design method (NEAT) is sufficient for automat-
ing behavior-morphology design for robot teams that must
accomplish a collective behavior task. This contrasts with
other behavior-morphology automated design methods that
use Cooperative Co-evolution Algorithms (CCAs) to co-evolve
populations of behaviors and morphologies [36], [24], [17],
[34], [25], [2] [7]. Due to the computational complexity of such
CCAs, with few exceptions [1], [7], [31], they are typically
applied to adapt the behavior and morphology of single robots
that must accomplish relatively simple tasks, not requiring
cooperation. This contributes to the research objective of
ascertaining the most suitable defining features for automated
robot team behavior-morphology design methods that function
for collective behavior tasks with varying complexity.

Results also indicate that a more complex collective gather-
ing task encourages the selection of a simpler team controller
and morphology. This is evidenced by the fittest controller1

evolved for environment 1 (table II) in experiment 1. In
this case NEAT-M was applied to adapt team behavior and
morphology in the collective gathering task requiring a high
degree of cooperation. The fittest ANN controller evolved
three IR proximity sensors and three ultrasonic sensors with
varying properties. For example, proximity sensor 1 (figure
1, http://people.cs.uct.ac.za/%7Egnitschke/SSCI2015/) has a
bearing of 0.88 radians (with respect to a preset forward
heading of the robot). At this position on the robot’s body,
the sensor has an orientation of 1.57 radians, and a FOV
of 1.36 radians. The sensor’s range equates to a distance
of 0.38 (as a portion of the environment’s size). Figure 1
(http://people.cs.uct.ac.za/%7Egnitschke/SSCI2015/) also de-
picts the bias node and the sensor node corresponding to the
proximity sensor on the underside of each robot. However,
these nodes were not subject to morphological adaptation.

This fittest controller evolved in environment 1 (mostly
large blocks and high degree of cooperation required) of ex-
periment 1 (NEAT-M) is a relatively simple reactive controller
with seven sensory input nodes directly connected to two
motor output nodes, yet evolved after only 135 generations
and achieved a task performance of 65% of optimal.

1Fittest controller topologies for experiment 1 (adaptive team morpholo-
gies) and experiment 2 (fixed team morphologies) can be viewed at:
http://people.cs.uct.ac.za/%7Egnitschke/SSCI2015/.
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Fig. 2. Box plots of average (left) and maximum (right) team fitness for experiments 1 and 2. Experiment 1: Team behavior and morphology adapted with
NEAT-M. Experiment 2: Team behavior (fixed morphology) adapted with NEAT. Both experiments were tested in three environments. Environment 1: Required
low cooperation and contained mostly small blocks. Environment 2: Required medium cooperation and contained mostly medium sized blocks. Environment 3:
Required high cooperation and contained mostly large blocks.

In contrast, the controller and morphology evolved for
the fittest team in environment 2 (mostly medium blocks
and medium degree of cooperation required) of experiment
1 is considerably more complex. This controller took 227
generations to evolve and comprises four proximity sensors
and four ultrasonic sensors connected to 16 hidden nodes
and the two motor output nodes. However, this additional
complexity resulted in a higher team task performance (that is,
87% of optimal). Also, the fittest controller and morphology
evolved for the fittest team in environment 3 (mostly small
blocks and low cooperation required) of experiment 1 was of
comparable complexity to that evolved in environment 1, but
achieved a maximum task performance of 93%.

This result demonstrates that a relatively simple controller
and morphology is sufficient for teams to attain a high fitness
in the most complex and the simplest versions of the collective
gathering task tested. This is theorized to be a product of
the speciation mechanism in NEAT-M which removes poorly
performing species (genotype sub-populations) and protects
morphological innovations of new species. This, for example,
allows for the selection of teams with relatively simple mor-
phologies that eventually adapt their behaviors to outperform
more complex teams. The selection of simpler controllers
is also enabled and directed by the task environment. That
is, the distribution of block types in the environment has
been demonstrated to have a significant impact on behavior
adaptation and underlying controller complexity in related
collective gathering tasks [28].

Also, the lack of any cost associated with increasing
morphological complexity [2] (as observed in environment 2
of experiment 1) is hypothesized to facilitate the selection of
more complex morphologies given specific task environment
features (in this case, the distribution of small, medium and
large blocks in environment 2, II). However, why such simple
controllers and morphologies were not evolved for environ-
ment 2 remains the subject of ongoing research.

Future work will focus on extending NEAT-M to account
for the evolution of behaviorally and morphologically het-
erogenous teams that must accomplish a range of collective

behavior tasks. Also, the scalability of NEAT-M is still to
be tested. For example, evolving robot swarms that must
accomplish various collective behavior tasks with a range
of complexity. Additionally, in this study there was no cost
imposed on increasing morphological complexity, however,
future work will do so. For example, a greater number of
sensors and increasing the range and effectiveness of sensors
did not carry any cost, such as reducing robot lifetime (to
emulate increased battery drain). This would allow one to
investigate the relationship between morphological and task
complexity and test current hypotheses [2]. The notion being
that simpler morphologies would be selected for together with
behaviors that optimize task performance within a robot’s
lifetime, however morphological complexity would not neces-
sarily increase with task complexity (as observed in this study).

VII. CONCLUSION

This research investigated the impact of behavior (elicited
by ANN controllers) and morphology (sensory configuration)
evolution versus behavior only evolution in robot teams that
must accomplish collective behavior tasks of varying complex-
ity. In this study the task was collective gathering where vary-
ing degrees of cooperation were required in order to optimally
solve the task (gather all blocks into a gathering zone). This
study was an initial contribution to the derivation of automated
morphology-behavior design methods for robot teams. The
goal is for such methods, given any collective behavior task, to
evolve a behavior and morphology for robots such that the task
is optimally solved. Results indicated that evolving behavior
and morphology in teams out-performs controller evolution for
fixed morphology teams in collective gathering for varying
task complexity. For the most complex collective gathering
task (requiring a high degree of cooperation) morphologically
simple teams were evolved. Though for a simpler version
of the task (requiring medium level cooperation), a more
complex controller and morphology was evolved for the fittest
team. This selection for morphologically complex teams was
hypothesized to be enabled by the lack of any cost associated
with increasing morphological complexity [2] and as such is
the subject of current research.
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